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SUMMARY 
Laser holographic interferometry is being applied to many different types of 
aerodynamics problems. These include two- and three-dimensional flows in wind 
tunnels, ballistic ranges, rotor test chambers and turbine facilities. Density over 
a large field is measured and velocity, pressure, and Mach number can be deduced. 
INTRODUCTION 
Flow visualization and measurement in aerodynamics continue to be important 
first steps in aircraft design and in the basic understanding of fluid-flow problems. 
According to many aerodynamic researchers and designers, the flow must be visualized 
before it can be understood. As an example, the initial design work on the Space 
Shuttle included interferograms (fig. 1). Over the years, many types of visualiza-
tion techniques have been developed - smoke tracers, spark tracers, vapor screens, 
Schlieren photographs, shadowgraph and interferometry. Among these techniques, only 
interferometry combines visualization with a quantitative measurement capability. 
Interferometry measures the entire density field, and, in many cases, the pressure 
and velocity fields can be deduced. For many years, aerodynamicists have used 
Mach-Zehnder interferometry for flow visualization and density measurements. How-
ever, it was not practical in many applications because of vibration sensitivity 
and the expense of very high quality optics. Thus, its use has been limited to small 
laboratory experiments. During the past decade, laser holographic interferometry 
has become a practical technique, has superseded Mach-Zehnder interferometry, and 
shows the best potential for large-field quantitative density measurements. At 
present many research laboratories (refs. 1-15) are using laser holographic inter-
ferometry in airfoil research, turbomachinery research, jet-exhaust studies, and 
many other types of fluid-flow investigations. 
BASIC DESCRIPTION 
Laser holographic and conventional interferometry are both accomplished when 
two or more light waves are superimposed and the resulting constructive and destruc-
tive interference causes bright and dark fringes. However, holographic interferom-
etry allows the storage of two waves separated in time to be superimposed in recon-
struction. One class of interferometry commonly called "dual-plate," allows a com-
parison wave of known character to be mixed with a test wave of unknown character 
to determine the spatial phase variation impressed by an object. For aerodynamics 
applications, this method is the most versatile and allows quantitative measurements. 
In another class, commonly called "double-pulse" interferometry, two waves of unknown 
character are stored on a single hologram. This technique is used to study unsteady 
flows by double pulsing the laser to give two waves separated by a very short time 
duration. The information recorded is the change in densities that occurs during 
the time between the two waves. 
For aerodynamic applications it is required that the interference fringe pat-
terns on the interferogram form a reliable and accurate representation of the density 
field about the model. In order to obtain accurate densities, it is critical that 
the fringes be sharp and well defined. This requires accurate alignment of the 
optics, laser stability, a sufficiently high power and uniform-intensity laser beam, 
and careful reconstruction. Either infinite-fringe or finite-fringe interferograms 
may be used to analyze flow fields. Infinite fringe implies that a field of uniform 
irradiance results in infinitely wide fringe spacing. The process of holographic 
reconstruction to infinite fringe requires accurate alignment of the holograms and is 
a difficult task. The fringe interpretation is also not clear about whether the 
optical path length increases or decreases from one fringe to the next. This sign-
ambiguity can be resolved by introducing reference fringes into the interferogram. 
These become finite-fringe interferograms and are useful when the density gradient 
is small. For the special and widely used class of two-dimensional aerodynamic 
flows, the fringe lines of infinite-fringe interferograms represent lines of con-
stant density. Thus, for this particular class, a contour map of density is readily 
obtained. Flow speed and pressure fields that are of interest can be directly 
derived from the density data with the assumption of isentropic flow. For the more 
general case of three-dimensional flows, the fringes represent the cumulative density 
change along the beam path . The three-dimensional density scaler field must be 
obtained by a relatively complex inversion process (refs. 16-18). Again, the 
accuracy of the density data is dependent on the ability to properly reconstruct the 
interferogram and the quality of the reconstruction, and in many cases, the sensi-
tivity or number of fringes. 
Systems for reconstructing holograms are well described in textbooks, for exam-
ple, in Vest (ref. 19). The main problem is not so much the reconstruction process, 
although that must be done precisely to obtain sharp fringes, as it is the digitizing 
of the fringe data. This can be done in the simplest manner by measuring the fringes 
manually or it can be done by a fully automated fringe-digitizing system. A fully 
automated ideal system is shown in figure 2. It would consist of laser and optics 
to recreate the reference beam, a precise holder to allow adjustment of the holo-
grams, a TV camera with an image-enhancement processor, and a computer. Systems 
based on this scheme have been tried with some degree of success (refs. 20-22). 
Since infinite-fringe interferograms are commonly used for two-dimensional 
aerodynamics, a typical reconstruction sequence of dual-plate interferograms to the 
infinite-fringe mode will be described in detail (refer to fig. 3). This is for 
a symmetric NACA 0012 airfoil at a = 1° where the flow is nearly symmetric. At 
the first stage of reconstruction (fig. 3(a», the object and reference plates are 
placed in the dual-plate holder and the airfoil and support mechanism, that is, 
the dark shapes, are superimposed. The large number of fringes is typical of 
finite-fringe interferograrns. The second stage involves small movements of one plate 
with respect to the other, both to minimize the number of fringes and to achieve a 
fringe pattern based on a general knowledge of the aerodynamics. In this case, the 
symmetric airfoil .' at a = 1° should give a fringe pattern that is nearly symmetric 
to the horizontal plane of symmetry of the airfoil. The second stage interferogram 
(fig. 3(b» shows fair symmetry except for the one fringe that crosses the airfoil at 
about 75% chord. It is further noticed that there are a number of vertical fringes 
behind the airfoil; these fringes indicate a change in density that should not occur. 
The final stage consists of minor adjustment to eliminate these vertical fringes and 
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to minimize the number of fringes in the outer regions surrounding the airfoil, 
since these regions should have the smallest density gradients. Figure 3(c) shows 
the final infinite-fringe interferograms used for data analysis. 
This method of alignment requires the model to be sufficiently small so that the 
flow approaches the free-stream density at some point near the outer edge of the 
interferogram. By definition, the fringe spacing becomes infinite when the density 
is at the free-stream value. However, there is some subjectivity in this procedure 
for subsonic flows since the density is never quite at the free-stream value and the 
noise of the system introduces two or three broad fringes. For a particular wind 
tunnel, the size of the airfoil is usually determined from previous calibration. 
WIND-TUNNEL SYSTEMS 
A number of laser holographic interferometers - mainly off-axis systems - have 
been constructed for various wind tunnels. Although the beam paths may vary depend-
ing on the particular wind tunnel, the basis system is as depicted in figure 4. 
The laser beam is split into an object and reference beam. The object beam is 
expanded and collimated and directed through the wind-tunnel test section. It is 
then focused on the hologram. The reference beam is routed around the wind tunnel 
and focused on the hologram. 
A large interferometer was recently built for the 11- by II-Foot Transonic Wind 
Tunnel at Ames Research Center. Figure 5 is a photogra ph of this system where beam 
paths were over 10 m. An Nd:Yag laser at 5300 K was used in this system. Ruby 
lasers at 6943 A are also commonly used and CW argon lasers have also been tried. 
The coherence lengths of the ,Nd:Yag and ruby lasers are about 1 m, which is adequate 
for the large beam paths in large wind tunnels. Pulse durations of the order of 
nanoseconds are a second requirement for the high-vibration environment. 
Another example of a large interferometer is the Anechoic Hover Chamber system 
at the Army's Aeromechanics Laboratory; it was designed for studying helicopter rotor 
aerodynamics (ref. 23). Figure 6 is a photograph of the beam paths with a rotor 
blade and a rotating mechanism. Beam paths were about 30 m, with the object beam 
expanded to a diameter of more than 60 cm. A ruby laser was used in this system. 
AERODYNAMIC APPLICATIONS AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 
One of the first applications (refs. 24 and 25) of interferometry was in mea-
suring the pressure distributions on an airfoil (fig. 7). By integrating the pres-
sures, the lift and drag forces on the airfoil can be obtained. The density and the 
pressure were obtained by counting the fringes on the airfoil surface. The fringes 
are related to the density by PI - P2 = A/ LK, where PI and p z are the densities 
at two adjacent fringes. The laser wavelength is A, L is the optical path length, 
and K is the Gladstone-Dale constant. Pressure is related to the density by the 
perfect gas law. In order to start the solution, a density from a pressure trans-
ducer is identified with a given fringe. The entire density field is then calcu-
lated from the fringe-density equation. Agreement to within 1% between interfero-
metric and pressure-transducer data was obtained in this case. By using a semi-
automatic fringe-counting digitizer and a computer, pressure distributions can be 
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routinely obtained in about 10 min. This method could reduce the cost of building 
expensive pressure-transducer instrumented airfoils. The entire flow field can also 
be found from interferometry to validate theoretical prediction codes. Interferom-
etry is ideally suited to providing data for this purpose. Point-measurement meth-
ods would be very tedious, time consuming, and prohibitively expensive. 
Further examples of airfoil flows are (1) an oscillating airfoil (ref. 26), 
(2) a modern transport airfoil (ref. 27), and (3) a circulation control airfoil 
(ref. 28), using a jet of air near the trailing edge to produce lift. In addition 
to surface-pressure data from interferometry, the pressures in the wake and the 
velocity in the viscous region near the airfoil surface can be obtained. The wake 
and viscous data are used to understand the fluid-mechanics aspects of the flow and 
to validate prediction theories. 
Shown in figure 8 are probably the first attempts to take interferograms of an 
oscillating airfoil. A specially designed window was used to mount the airfoil, 
which was oscillated at frequencies up to 30 Hz. Dual-plate interferograms 
(fig. 8(a» were taken to obtain pressure, density, and velocity data. Double-pulse 
interferograms (fig. 8(b» characterized qualitatively the turbulence nature of the 
flow. The second example is a modern transport airfoil which has a pronounced aft 
camber; figure 9 is an interferogram of this airfoil. The airfoil is very sensitive 
to changes in the viscous or boundary layer near the aft camber surface. Small per-
turbations in the upper surface flow can cause drastic changes in the shock-wave 
location on the wing and thereby change its flying characteristics. By using short 
laser pulses, any time-varying phenomena in the flow can be recorded and analyzed . 
These details are often lost in pressure-prob~ or laser-Doppler velocimeter measure-
ments. The viscous layers over the rear portion of the airfoil are well defined, as 
can be seen by the many closely spaced fringes. Finally, the third example is a 
class of airfoils in which the Coanda effect is used to provide lift. Here a 
detailed visualization and measurement of the interaction of the jet with the outer 
flow and the wake are crucial. Interferograms were enlarged over 20 times (fig. 10) 
to study this region. Note that the fringe remained sharp' and the contrast remained 
good. The interferometric data were compared with pitot pressure data and the 
agreement was good. 
Another application of interferometry is in the study of turbulence modeling, 
which is a problem of current interest and importance. Accurate turbulence models 
are essential for the success of numerical aerodynamic prediction and design. To 
check out various turbulence models, good experimental data are needed. Such an 
experiment was run using interferometry to provide accurate and detailed aspects of 
a nozzle flow (ref . 28). Note the shock-wave structure and the viscous regions that 
show up very clearly in the interferogram (fig. 11). The other portions of the 
figure show the theoretical predictions (ref. 29). 
AERODYNAMIC APPLICATIONS: THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 
Laser holographic interferometry has been applied to a number of three-
dimensional configurations, most of which were simple shapes such as cones (refs. 6 
and 11) and nozzle exhausts (ref. 20). An airplane model was studied with a par-
tially transparent model (ref. 30), and density fields were determined to be about 
6% accuracy. Recently , interferograms (fig. l2(a» of a rotating helicopter blade 
were obtained at various planes perpendicular to the rotor's rotation plane 
(ref. 23). Shock waves (fig. l2(b» can be easily seen, and density fields are 
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being calculated. I am studying the flow about basic shapes at both subsonic and 
supersonic speeds (fig. 13) to refine this technique for aerodynamic applications. 
Density fields are being determined and correlated with theoretical predictions. 
Laser holographic interferometry is a very useful diagnostic tool for aerody-
namics. For two-dimensional flows, many laboratories are using this technique on 
a routine basis. For three-dimensional flows, much more development work is 
required. Fast, automatic digitizing schemes are needed for reducing the vast 
amount of data that this technique generates. 
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Figure 1.- Interferogram of Space Shuttle model. 
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Figure 6. - Hover chamber interferometer. 
Fi gure 7 . - Comparison of wing pressures from interferometry and pressure transducers. 
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(a) Dual plate. (b) Double pulse; ~t 0 . 1 msec . 
Figure 8. - Interferograms of oscillating airfoil. 
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Figure 10.- Interferograms of jet-blown airfoil. 
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(a) Subsonic speed. 
(b) Supersonic speed. 
Figure 13.- Interferograms of simple models to show small density gradients. 
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